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  Get hands-on with the newest additions to the game like the new Gun Mettle PvP
mode, the Red Rocket Outlaw bike, and the new Junkyard environment. Take a look at
the October 2018 update. Go behind the scenes with the developers. Make your mark

with new gameplay features like Mod A-Codes, the Gun Mettle warzone, and Rail
Shipment – an epic new event. Get exclusive access to all of the amazing new content.
Come check out the newest additions to the game, including the Gun Mettle Warzone,
the Junkyard, Red Rocket Outlaw, Sweet Sweet Freedom, and much more. Find out
why Take-Two Interactive is the leading interactive entertainment company in the

world and provides innovative and critically-acclaimed products to consumers around
the globe. Check out the PlayStation® VR requirements and system requirements of the
game here. New Gameplay Features Find Out More About Take-Two Interactive Catch
up on the Company and Take-Two Interactive Loading Relive Some History of Video

Games PlayStation®4 Facts Get Hands-on with New Gameplay Features See the
Immersive World of GTA Online in the New 'Junkyard' Environment Play the New
Gun Mettle Warzone Mode Make a Difference: Support the Take-Two Interactive
Charitable Foundation Become a Character Play as the GTA Online Characters in

Video Games There are three characters that you can choose to be in your party: Carl
Johnson, Trevor Phillips, and Michael De Santa. Each of the characters have different
attributes, weapon loadouts, and stories to tell in the Gun Mettle Warzone. Go Behind
the Scenes The following gameplay features were showcased during the Media Event:
Playable Character Carl Johnson Trevor Phillips Michael De Santa The Gun Mettle

Warzone Shoot, kill, and cause mayhem in a new PvP mode where the objective is to
outlast your opponent to destroy their car! Go on Bike Missions Take part in bike races
and keep an eye on the scoreboard to see who wins the race! Play as a Car in a Car Race
In this new mode, players take to the streets to battle for the top spot in an endless race.
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Play with the Train! While the
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February 7, 2022 - Grand Theft Auto V has sold 160 million units since launch. GTA V's sales figures are huge, not only when
compared to other games. February 7, 2022 - Grand Theft Auto V has sold 160 million units since launch. GTA V's sales
figures are huge, not only compared to other Rockstar Games titles, but to any other game in history. According to IGN, this is
about five times more than the sales of the first three parts of Red Dead Redemption. In 2016, Grand Theft Auto V became
the best-selling game in the US with sales of over 12 million copies. It is also the best-selling PC franchise. fffad4f19a
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